The analysis of factors influencing the success of diagnosing salpingemphraxis by x-ray hysterosalpingography.
The factors influencing the diagnosing of salpingemphraxis by X-ray hysterosalpingography (HSG) are identified and summarized, to provide a reference for improving the precision of the diagnosis procedure. In order to analyze the collected data, the methods of stratified sampling and retrospective analysis were adopted. Two county-level medical units, two medical units in prefecture-level cities and two provincial medical units in our province were chosen. Patients were selected from a group of women diagnosed with infertility and probable salpingemphraxis who were admitted to a hospital for further studies between February 2010 and January 2015. From those, 3 individual cases were selected in each month summing up to a total of 1,080 cases. Surgical processes and results were analyzed to identify the determining factors that lead to a precise diagnosis. The success rate of the surgical procedures had nothing to do with the trauma level of hospitals, instead it is positively correlated with the period of sampling (p < 0.05). The precision of surgeries correlates with the age group of the patients, the selection time bracket of samples, the types of contrast agents used, the location of the salpinx, whether anticholinergic agents are used before operations, the depth of catheter with double-cavity saccule, and the procedures for injecting contrast agents (p < 0.05). On the other hand, the precision of the surgeries has nothing to do with the level of hospitals, the types of X-ray machines used or the types of salpingemphraxis. Through multi-factor regression analysis, it can be seen that the selection time period of samples, the location of the salpinx, whether anticholinergic agents are used before operations, the depth of catheter with double-cavity saccule and the procedures for injecting contrast agents are independent risk factors that determine the precision of the procedure (p < 0.05). Clinical factors that seem to influence the precision of HSG are proposed based on analysis of a large sample in a small area using a stratified sampling method.